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RF/AC Test Probe for Extended 
Spectrum Taps and Line Passives

GigaXtend™ XS Series  

This probe allows a technician to connect an RF analyzer 
to sample the spectrum at any hardline port without 
removing the faceplate or any hardline connection. 
Simply remove the watertight port cap adjacent to the 
port you want to measure (each port has a 90 degree 
entry port to allow horizontal or vertical hardline entry), 
and screw this probe into the 5/8-24 port. The probe 
includes a removable AC/DC voltage block to protect 
the test gear and only provide RF levels above 5MHz. 
This probe can be removed if the technician wishes to 
measure AC voltage on the port. The RF Probe can be 
used to track noise ingress from the plant. If noise is 
present on the OUT port, then noise is coming from the 
next tap in the cascade or beyond. If it is seen on the 
IN port and not the OUT port, then the noise is coming 
from one of the drops of this tap.

GigaXtend XS Series LPF204 

 Note that the probe simply connects a second 75ohm 
path into the tap, so return loss measurements are not 
relevant. RF levels will drop 3.5-4.5dB on both the probe 
and the cascade, for the short time the probe 
is connected.

ATX also offers optional in-line low pass filters which 
can replace the DC block module. It can filter out the 
downstream channels to provide a more accurate 
measurement of upstream noise. The Low Pass Filters 
have a build-in DC block to protect the test equipment.

RF Test Probe Block Diagram

GigaXtend XS Series Probe

Low Pass Filter (LPF) Block Diagram
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Ordering Information

Part Number Description

XSA-PROBE 2GHz AC/RF Probe for XS Series KS ports, including removable DC Blocking Filter

XSA-LPF-85 Low Pass Filter for GigaXtend XSA-PROBE, F(m)-F(f), 85MHz

XSA-LPF-204 Low Pass Filter for GigaXtend XSA-PROBE, F(m)-F(f), 204MHz


